
Hello Boyertown Wrestling Family, 

 

 To put it forthright, I have decided to step down from coaching wrestling for the 2019-

2020 season. It is with a heavy heart that I write this letter. Wrestling has been my passion for 

the last 18 years; and I cannot express the impact the sport and community of Boyertown have 

played in my life (and will continue to do, I am sure). As you read these remarks, please allow 

them to be heard as a reflection of my experience. 

 

 I am a product of this sport and program. I learned outside the program and brought it 

back in order to give back. Upon my return, I was welcomed in. I love this family. I was 

encouraged and was ensured my vision was aligned with the program’s vision. This vision was 

to give each wrestler the most positive athletic experience possible. We want to develop 

character by utilizing the priceless life lessons that are inherent within the sport of wrestling. We 

want each wrestler to be successful on the mat, in the classroom, and in life. However, due to 

recent events and conversations, I believe we are presently on different paths. 

 

As a reflection of my vision, my priority list is God first, family second, and job and 

wrestling third. My calendar reflects these priorities. My life reflects these values. My coaching 

reflects these goals. I have heard, felt, and seen a push for me as the head coach to have a 

calendar, life, and coaching that is in opposition to my priorities, values, and goals. I cannot 

allow a compromise in these priorities, values, or goals in terms of my calendar, life, or 

coaching.  

 

I cannot tell my wrestlers, “there is more to life than just wrestling”, and not have a 

calendar that reflects this truth. I cannot explain, “this sport will teach you lessons that transcend 

the mat”, and then live my life without implementing those lessons. I cannot write an honor code 

with “team cohesion, self-respect, discipline and sportsmanship” as top priorities, and coach with 

a mindset focused only on winning. 

 

I love the sport of wrestling and I love the wrestlers more than my words can express. But 

the additional politics, expectations, and interpersonal struggles have killed my joy of coaching. I 

understand that my views and experiences may not be shared by everyone. I also truly believe 

Boyertown Wrestling does a lot of things the right way. However, I believe I need to count the 

cost - the toll this experience has taken on me and my family.  

 

I do not believe this is, “goodbye forever”; only, “see you later”. I hope to help in a 

smooth transition for the next coach, and believe great things are on the horizon. I welcome your 

questions and conversations and will continue to support the family and program as best I can.  

 

Wrestlers, win with humility, lose with dignity, and have fun. Continue to be iron 

sharpening iron; and remember to sweep the shed. 

 

Bear Pride! 

 

Coach Jones 

 


